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The GIANT Encyclopedia of Monthly Activities

5.  The child circling the group stops and gives the apple to someone else.

6.  The new child walks around the group and chooses the next person to

receive the apple. Make sure everyone gets picked.

More to do Use different laminated cutouts corresponding to other months, such as a

snowflake for January, a heart shape for February, a clover for March, and so

on.

) Susan Myhre, Bremerton, WA

Matching Friends
GAMES

Materials photos of each child in class (double prints)

clear contact paper

What to do 1.  Cover each photo with clear contact paper. If desired, back photos with

construction paper before covering with contact paper.

2.  Use the photos for a memory game. Turn the photos face down and

encourage the children to take turns turning them over to find a match.

3.  This is great for matching skills as well as learning about their classmates.

More to do Group or Circle Time: This is a great way for children to learn each other’s
names. Cover a coffee can with red contact paper. Put one photo of each

child inside. Sing, “I’m glad I have a little red can to put (child’s name) in; I’d

take her out and kiss, kiss, kiss and put her back again.” Children love this

activity and will soon learn everyone’s name.

Home-School Connection: Extend this idea to include photos of parents.

) Phyllis Esch, Export, PA

Squirrels in Trees
GAMES

Materials large open area, inside or out

What to do 1.  Put the children into groups of three and have two of the children hold

hands around the third child. These two children represent the trees. The

third child in the group is the squirrel.
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2.  When you say, “Change trees,” the “trees” lift their hands, still holding

each other, so that the “squirrels” can run to other trees.

3.  Repeat five times.

4.  Change the positions so that each squirrel has become a tree and one

tree has become the squirrel.

5.  Change again so that every child has the opportunity to be a squirrel.

) Barbara Saul, Eureka, CA

Just Me and My Mom/Dad
on the First Day of School

GENERAL  T I P S

Materials camera

film

What to do 1.  On the first day of school, take a picture of each child with his or her

parent(s).

2.  Put this photo in the child’s end-of-the-year book. Parents will appreciate

the fact that they were included in the memories.

) Wanda Guidroz, Santa Fe, TX

Reassurance Chain
GENERAL  T I P S

Materials chart paper

markers

pre-gummed paper chain strips, or 2” x 6” strips of colored paper and tape

What to do 1.  Starting school or starting a new year in a different class can be a scary

experience for a young child. A large part of this is fear of the unknown.

This activity is a way to help children adapt to the classroom routine.

2.  Make an attractive chart, assigning colors to different activities. For

example, green=outdoor play; red=music and movement; blue=circle

time; yellow=snack; orange=art; purple=storytime; white=rest time. 

Make sure to include lots of fun pictures on the chart to make everything

look exciting.
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